
SOAR + PHISHING IR
Equip SOC teams with actionable phishing indicators, 

playbook enrichment and context to drive automated 

phishing response. 
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Challenge

Solution Overview

Joint Solution Benefits

Visibility into phishing threats across organizations is becoming increas-
ingly challenging as attackers evolve. Ransomware, business email 
compromise, and credential theft continue to be threats, regardless of an 
organization’s size or industry.  And ongoing SOC team challenges such 
as overwhelming alert volume, manual processes, and disparate tools 
continue to give attackers an advantage. 

The Cofense Triage™ phishing analysis and response integration has 
converged with Siemplify’s security orchestration, automation, and 
response (SOAR) platform. The power of employee-reported phishing 
analysis paired with repeatable automated responses allows for seamless 
next step actions across an organization’s technology stack.

Employee-reported phishing quickly determines malicious versus 
benign.

Bidirectional API integration for phishing threat indicator exchange 
and incident response actions.

High confidence with actions to hunt and remediate phishing threats 
across the organization.

Reduce SOC analysis and response time through out-of-the-box 
solutions to assess threats and automate phishing investigations.

Siemplify ingests human-verified phishing threat indicators from 
Cofense’s Phishing Defense Center.

Supported Actions

Process credible, malicious 
phishing threats instead of  
benign distractions

Phishing threat indicators: fetch phishing threat 
indicators from employee-reported emails that 
bypass SEGs.

Process phishing reports: automate the ingestion 
of phishing reports and categorize threats bidirec-
tionally between solutions.

Ingest phishing reports: download suspicious 
phishing emails for additional analysis and auto-
mated action. 

Playbook enrichment: using phishing attributes, 
enrich playbooks and automate remediation.

Prioritize and respond to phishing threats that matter most. Cofense 
Triage ingests, analyzes, and prioritizes top phishing threats bypassing 
SEGs. Benign distractions are quickly removed from the queue, leaving 
analysts with real threats that can be automated further with Siemplify. 
Email attributes are categorized and actionable for playbooks to respond 
to threats. Employees reporting suspicious emails are automatically 
responded to; making for a tight feedback loop encouraging positive 
employee behavior.



About Siemplify

Siemplify, now part of Google Cloud, is redefining security operations for 
enterprises and MSSPs worldwide. The Siemplify platform is an intuitive 
workbench that enables security teams to manage their operations from 
end to end, respond to cyber threats with speed and precision and get 
smarter with every analyst interaction. Founded in 2015 by Israeli Intelligence 
experts, with extensive experience running and training security operations 
centers worldwide, Siemplify has raised $58 million in funding to date and is 
headquartered in New York, with offices in Tel Aviv. Visit us at siemplify.co and 
follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

About Cofense

Cofense is the leading provider of protection, detection and response email 
security solutions, and the only company to combine a global network of 30 
million people reporting phish with advanced AI-based automation to stop 
phishing attacks. Our 400 worldwide employees and 5 global phishing defense 
centers (operating 24×7) work to support Cofense’s more than 2,000 enterprise 
customers, who include 50% of the Fortune 500. With 27 patents, and greater 
than 500 million simulations delivered, Cofense provides the technology and 
insight to help businesses improve security, remediate threats, and reduce the 
risk of compromise, visit cofense.com

Create repeatable, automated 
phishing analysis and response 
processes.
Transform employee-reported phishing threats into customizable playbook 

processes that can automate hunting and response across the organization. 

Remediate phishing threats without analyst burden.
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Hi-fidelity phishing threat 
integration and response.
Siemplify ingests actionable phishing data from Cofense Triage to enrich 

playbooks, power rules and analysis to quickly combine multiple or unique 

threats for analyst visibility, and take automated action on phishing threats.

How it works
Simply download the Cofense Triage integration, configure for phishing end-

points and you’re on your way! As Cofense Triage detects phishing threats, 

Siemplify will ingest those to create Siemplify alerts and enable orchestra-

tion with playbooks or manual analysis.

Experience the Siemplify Platform with ready-to-
deploy use cases that leverage Cofense. 

Try it for free at: 
siemplify.co/partners


